San Francisco-Oakland Bay Bridge Quality Assurance
Inspection and Materials Engineering
Location
Oakland, CA, USA

Client
California Department
of Transportation

Project Type
Seismic safety bridge
replacement

Role
Prime contractor
quality assurance,
structural health
monitoring and
materials engineering

Construction Cost
$1.4 billion

Project Description and Scope
The signature span for the new San Francisco-Oakland Bay Bridge is the SelfAnchored Suspension (SAS) Span. Alta Vista’s approach to maintaining quality
during fabrication in China, Japan, South Korea, the United Kingdom and
throughout the United States is based on proactively identifying issues and
resolving them as early as possible in the fabrication process. Alta Vista has
been successful in reaching goals requiring collaborative effort by establishing
effective working relationships and open lines of communication between
Alta Vista, the California Department of Transportation and all stakeholders.

Key Challenges and Solutions
• Continuous structural health monitoring, analysis and documentation of
various bridge components
• Closed-rib partial joint penetration (PJP) weld qualifications
• Dimentional tolerances
• Project specficiation compliance
• Jobsite welding
• American Welding Society code interpretation
The majority of steel for this project was fabricated in China.
There were several challenges associated with working in a
facility located on an island at the mouth of the Yangtze
River, working seven days a week and 24 hours a day.
Alta Vista decided to relocate its entire team to the
island in order to better serve the project.
Alta Vista provided the following services:
• Structural health monitoring of light
poles, service platforms and highstrength anchor rods
• Audits of all steel fabrication
facilities
• Overseas quality assurance inspection
(China, South Korea, Japan and Europe)
• Electronic reporting of project data
• Nondestructive testing of welding production
including the complicated orthotropic steel deck
details
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